
Learn Project Management with the Guidance Of Smart PM 
Training 

The world of construction projects is transforming every single day, and it is important to 
learn effective planning and project controls so that one can achieve success in all projects. 
So, if you are looking for certified online planning engineer courses, contact a professional 
platform like Smart PM Training. They provide Primavera training courses that can help 
professionals become reliable project controllers. Smart PM Training is led by the 
experienced planning and project control consultant - Osama Saad. 

 

 
 

Helping Engineers Get Practical Skills 

Smart PM Training focuses on a hands-on approach. So, they use practical examples from 
real-life situations to teach students planning, scheduling, and progress analysis. This 
institute makes sure to help engineers get the right skills to master project control. They 
provide exceptional services to all their clients. 

Osama Saad: The Visionary 

Osama Saad is the founder of Smart PM Training and has extensive experience in the field of 
planning and project control. He has been working in this field since 2010 and has achieved 
various credentials along with being a member of trusted organizations. He specializes in 
planning scheduling, power BI, and delay analysis. So, when you work with him at Smart PM 
Training, you can rest assured that you will always stay updated with the industry trends. 

Handling Common Challenges 

Smart PM Training helps one understand how they can avoid common challenges. These 
challenges can negatively impact the career growth of an engineer. Such challenges include 
average skills, feeling overwhelmed with the project control tasks, and spending 
unnecessary time preparing manual reports. Smart PM Training helps guide planners to deal 
with these challenges and focus on the more critical tasks related to project management. 

https://smartpmtraining.com/courses/p6-basic/
https://smartpmtraining.com/courses/p6-basic/


Primavera P6 Certification Training 

Smart PM Training can provide Primavera P6 certification training. This online course can 
help individuals learn efficiently about this powerful project management tool. 
This Primavera course has been designed for beginners as well as those who want to 
upgrade their planning career with the help of this training course. There will be eight 
modules included in this course that will help you master this amazing project management 
software. Each module will have detailed video tutorials that can help participants learn 
efficiently. 

So, if you plan on going for a delay analysis course, get in touch with Smart PM Training right 
away. They can easily assist you in the right direction.  

To go for Primavera P6 training, visit https://smartpmtraining.com/  

Original Source: https://bit.ly/3tex6DU 
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